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First term

October 24, 2017

- Living standards, inequality and poverty around the world, 1815-2015. The Historical Household Budgets (HHB) Project
  Giovanni Vecchi (University of Rome "Tor Vergata")
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

November 29, 2017

- Las triubulaciones de un inversor español en el Río de la Plata: Emilio Reus Bahamonde, 1858-1891
  Javier Moreno (Universidad de Valladolid)
  Room: Sala d’actes (edifici 696), Time: 14.00h

December 13, 2017

- Constructing Cost of Living Indices: Individuals and Ideas, Argentina 1918-1935
  Cecilia Lanata Briones (University of Sussex)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h
Second term

February 14, 2018 (joint seminar with the Institutions and Political Economy Research Group)

- Circumstantial Liberals: Czech Germans in Interwar Czechoslovakia
  Jan Rovny (Sciences Po)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.30h

February 21, 2018

- Reading and writing in the city: Madrid, 1880-1905
  Francisco J. Beltrán Tapia (NTNU)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

March 7, 2018

- Modelos de gestión hospitalaria en España, 1900-1930. El hospital de la Santa Creu y Sant Pau en perspectiva comparada
  Paloma Fernández (Universitat de Barcelona)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

March 21, 2018

- Resource curse or blessing? The impact of mining activities on education in Zambia from a long-term perspective
  Dacil Juif (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

Third term

April 11, 2018

- Information Asymmetries, Personal Connections and Private Credit. Evidence from Lima, Peru
  Luis Felipe Zegarra (CENTRUM)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h
May 10, 2018 (Thursday)

- The samurai bond: credit supply and economic growth in pre-war Japan
  John Tang (Australian National University)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

May 16, 2018

- The energy trap of the Green Revolution in Europe and America (1830-2015): How, when and why the energy return on inputs spent in agroecosystems decreased
  Enric Tello (Universitat de Barcelona)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

May 23, 2018

- Income tax and war inflation: was the 'blood tax' compensated by taxing the rich?
  Oriol Sabaté (Lund University) & Sara Torregrosa (Lund University)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

June 5, 2018 (Tuesday)

- The 'Vanderbilt Boys' and the Modernization of Brazilian Economics
  Carlos Supinyak (Univ. de Minas Gerais)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

June 20, 2018

- Does foreign aid promote institutional development? Lessons from Southern Europe in the early Cold War
  Adoración Álvaro (CUNEF) & Núria Puig (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h

July 4, 2018

- TBA
  Matthias Morys (University of York)
  Room: Sala de Recepcions (edifici 690), Time: 14.00h